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to bring the matter down to the simplest truth, the communist liquidation of the russian population was carried out not in any sense for the benefit of the individual but solely to further the aims of the communist leaders. even today the communistic, one-party, dictatorships of central and eastern europe or even the de facto one-party dictatorships of
cuba and the north korea still feel bound by this guiding principle. the communist crime against human life has a special significance from the vantage point of the modern german world. [983] after all, no other more intimate, more everyday or habitual side of the communist revolution has been created that will be more firmly implanted in the german
mentality than the idea of revenge. in most other countries the road to every increase in power was first and foremost paved with the giving back to the population of the lost rights, [984] etc. but the german communists did the exact opposite. [985] in their fight against the bourgeoisie they destroyed not only their independence, freedom and honor, but
also their property and their lives. they made the rabble their predecessor and their accomplice in the struggle, even as they themselves came to be aware of the communal guilt that they incurred on this occasion. because they wanted to play with fire, they were branded and burned down. however, the worst blood flow that the german nazi regime also
had to suffer was not the blood of the nazified population, but that of the german people. [986] the crimes of the nazi regime are not only the jewish genocide, but also the forced deportation, the mass murder of handicapped and mentally and physically sick people, and the constant destruction of the german environment.
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